POSTCARD PRODUCTION:

By the Editor
I never made a secret of my dislike of
the discussion who invented the picture postcard or who was the first
to send something looking like
a picture postcard through the
mail. This matter of dispute is
around for over 100 years already. New finds of early picture
postcards mailed before the official date postal authorities allowed private persons to send out
postcards turn up quite regularly, and
usually fetch high prices at autions.
Also I do not understand why I should call
myself deltiologist, philacardist or whatever.
Or why collecting non-official picture postcards should belong somehow to philately,
only because the card was transported by
the postal service, carries a regular postage
stamp and postmark. I dont need a classification, no pseudo-expert genre, I collect
postcards only and information on printers
and publishers.
As said above I try to keep away from the
very early years of (picture) postcards history = postal history. But now I received
(once again) a request from an US reader
wishing to learn more on the ppc inventor
August Schwartz from Oldenburg, a person often found/refered to in literature.
Dr. Heinrich von Stephan had first the idea
of issuing a postcard (form) at a German
postal congress in Karlsruhe (Nov 13, 1865
- March 2, 1866), but his suggestion was
dropped. Austrian Dr. Emanuel Hermann,
a professor at a Military Academy wrote an
article (published January 1869) on new
means of correspondence by post. And the
Austrian were the first to introduce the newly
invented Correspondenz-Karte on Oct. 1,
1869. Of course there were a couple of other
people who claimed to have invented the
postcard earlier. The German States issued
their Correspondenz-Karte on June 25,
1870. Not surprising that some cards came
in circulation a couple of days before.
Then came the Franco-German War. France
declared war on the German States on July
19, 1870, and great quantities of FieldpostCorrespondence Cards were produced and

THE
FIRST PICTURE
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mailed. These cards were printed by private
firms too, and a number of them were illustrated with (war) vignettes, various greetings
imprints and sketches. The often referred
to card of August Schwartz belongs to this
genre, although it was mailed short before
the outbreak of the war.
Well, I dont understand why the mobila
card of Schwartz is said to be the first picture postcard. It is a unique specimen, and
the illustration is on the wrong  the front
side  of the postcard according postal regulations. Schwartz himself took this matter
not too serious according articles he published in his own publications and almanacs/
calendars. He saw himself as inventor of illustrated postcards because of the two sets
of 25 cards each with woodcuts on (this time
on the reverso) published in 1875. But in
the meantime a number of other people had
issued picture postcards already.
The major problem with the first picture
postcard (in Germany) is, that there were too
many other postcard-like items around (officially). From May 30, 1865 on it was allowed
to mail out printed advice-notes of commercial nature, price lists, advertising etc.
These required a 4 Pf postage stamp to be
placed at upper right corner position. Besides the address following handwritten parts
were accepted: name and address of sender,
place, date and signature. To me, the common postal history amateur, this (printed
matter) looks already very much like a picture postcard especially when a factory illustration was imprinted. Anyway, such samples turn up as first picture postcard from
time to time.

I think each country has its own first
picture postcard playground, card
finds postally used before official
date and so on. I wish to quote
from the US book Picture in the
Post by Richard Carline (1972
edition): It is impossible now to
verify the many claims to the
invention of the picture postcard, and perhaps pointless to
attempt it.

By the way, the chance to find
something that qualifies as picture
postcard from the mid 1870s to mid 1880s
at fleamarkets or in standard dealer boxes
in Germany is very, very tiny little.
Back to August Schwartz and the history of
the Schulzesche Hofbuchhandlung und
Hofbuchdruckerei. Johann Peter Schulze,
born 1768 in Teschendorf/Celle, educationalist and studied theologian, opened the first
bookshop in Oldenburg on Sept. 1, 1800.
He had gained financial support from Duke
Peter of Oldenburg. By late 1803 a letterpress dept was added to the business and
some 85 books and publications on various topics were printed and published until
1825. Schulze died on Nov. 14, 1827 and
his widow continued the shop. In 1830 she
married the bookdealer Johann Wilhelm
Berndt, born 1808 in Stralsund. Berndts
activities were various: printing, book and
art dealer, antiquarian etc. 316 publication
were published between 1840 to the mid
1860s. Two, at that time modern, fast printing presses (Sigl) were installed in 1847.
The son Carl Berndt and the son-in-law
August Schwartz, bookdealer from the city
of Dortmund, took over the business in
1864. In 1875 the firm was awarded with
appointed to the court bookdealers and
printers title. Carl Berndt died in 1884 and
August Schwartz became sole owner. His son
Rudolf, who had joined the firm already in
1893, took over the management in 1904
(death of August Schwartz). Victor Schwartz,
son of Rudolf, took over the printing dept
and together with a local partner converted
it into a GmbH (Ltd), the publishing house
followed in 1935. Victor Schwartz had to join
the army in 1940, the business closed al

August Schwartz (1837-1904).
Photo dates from around the
turn of the century.
è This is the illustrated card
that Schwartz mailed on July 16,
1870, the day it was decided in
Germany to mobilize. Now clever
August wrote mobila above
Correspondenz-Karte and this,
together with the mobilizing hectic might have fooled the post
office. The small military vignette
with artilleryman fits also well.
Both photos from private collection; taken from the book In
Oldenburg gedruckt (1999).
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Nobody can be perfect...
This was and still is only too true.
Even modern high-tech computer
controlled production processes
dont guarantee 100% quality. But
items not meeting the quality
standards are usually (automatically or by hand) sorted out (rejects) and do not come into circulation.
How was the situation 100 years ago during
the ppc boom era? Taking the old-fashioned,
quite primitive production means into account, the quality of the many million of
postcards was good to excellent. Especially
when you learn more about the production
and working situation in the factories at that
times. But the final control of the cards before they were packed up and delivered to
customer wasnt that perfect as the number
of substandard cards still found today proves.
I show three categories of mistakes which
almost run parallel with production stages
of postcard printing.

Pre-Press Mistakes
Orders for ppc printing came to the factories via travelling salesmen, overseas
branches and their network of agencies or
were sent directly through the mail. The
customer had made his choice by viewing
printing sample cards of the different processes and qualities available. When both parties agreed upon a certain price, with or without freight, insurance etc, the customer had
to supply good quality photo prints or negatives (glas plates) together with instruction
which portion of the photo to be used, necessary retouches and most important of all,
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tion on a letterpress machine.
When you know that postcards
were printed on collotype presses
with huge printing format, with 32
or up to 60 different views per
sheet, you might understand that
the chance of making mistakes
with caption imprints found on a
wrong card was quite high. Not all printers
had same printing format collotype and letterpress machines available and the sheet
had to to cut up to fit into smaller press.
Another potential source of mistakes. Suddenly a landscape view from Sussex received
a caption of Central London. To arrange a
printing forme for letterpress imprint can
also be tricky. Everthing is mirror faced and
mistakes with positioning type are common.

MIS TAKES
& OTHER MISHAPS

which text to be imprinted: publisher line
and caption(s). Printers always asked to write
clearly or use block letters, but the imprints
were a constant source of mistakes. Misspelled because the manuscript was (partly)
illegible or because the composer could not
read foreign languages, geographic names
etc. I am talking here about the mass of cards
with topo views made from photos to be
supplied by the customer and printed by
collotype or halftone process.
The procedure with chromolitho Gruss
aus.. type cards was different as in this case
the lithographer had to create something
entirely new. The customer might have supplied previous printed cards or other views,
sketches. Usually customers ordering (expensive) chromolitho cards did receive a proof
print first and had a chance to make corrections, especially with the colouring or
size/arrangement of illustrations. Delivering
time was usually 3 months and longer.
You might have noticed misspelled captions
on some of your cards. Major postcard printers in Germany like C.G. Röder, Stengel &
Co, Römmler & Jonas placed adverts in periodicals eg Papier-Zeitung looking for persons with good command of English, French
and Spanish language. Not only to take over
correspondence but to control imprint text
on postcards of
foreign customers. These jobs
were well paid but
meant also a lot
of responsibilty.
Talking about captions. On cards
printed by collotype process the
text was imprinted at final
stage of produc-

A matter of constant problems and complains was the colouring. As mentioned before, customers of chromolitho cards usually received a proof print when they ordered
a new design and not a reprint. However,
sometimes the cards did come out different
due to various reasons. Printers offering machine coloured cards (overlay colours) often
provided a colour scheme, so that the customer or his photographer could add instructions (use colour 12 yellow-brown for
wall; colour 27 for roof house left and so
on). Remember that the people responsible
for the arrangement of the colours had no
idea how the place looked like; there was
no colour photography around. Stencel- and
hand-colouring was even more difficult to
handle and for larger/high volume orders
proof prints were given to customer. But
often tight delivery dates did not allow to do
so with customers living in far away places.
Collotype printing process as well as bromide photography (by the mile) often showed
an up and down of quality because collotype
printing was sensible to temperatures and
humidity and bromide photo process with
its various tanks of developer, stabilizer and
other washout chemicals produced poor
quality when the constant move of the
photopaper strip was interrupted or became
irregular. Sorting out by hand all cards too
dark or bright, with dots, scratches or whatever fault was a must (and not well paid).

(above) Amsterdam - O.Z. Achterburgwal. Blue collotype with
captions in red ink. Published by local firm H. Schaefer as no. 13
in 1900. P/u in July 1900. The rear part of Amsterdam is found
a second time on pcture side (see arrow). Although the address
side has correct position I believe the writing space should have
been on the right side only with picture in upper left corner. (coll.
Frans Bokelmann)
(right) Southern Road, Fortis Green (GB). Monochrome
collotype with (handwritten) caption scratched into negative.
Publisher line added by letterpress, but the publisher name only
(!) upside down. This is indeed unusual and should have been
noticed quickly. Card no. 83 published by E. J. & H. Clarke, East
Finchley. P/u in 1911. (coll. Chris Ratcliffe)
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T HE F IRST P ICTURE P OSTCARD ?

German troops in occupied Malmedy (Belgium) in WW1. Fieldpost
card p/u June 1916. Publ. by Verlag für allgemeines Wissen, Berlin,
gravure (sepia) printing by Knackstedt & Co, Hamburg. Card in pretty
used condition, but I keep it anyway and not only as Knackstedt &
Co sample but because of the notice (in German) seen on the house
wall. Speed limit for cars 20 km and shut exhaust! Sounds a bit
strange today, but automobiles/trucks at that time had more power
with open exhaust.

Another card in rather used condition, real photo, not p/u only with
almost faded rubberstamp imprint on address side of photographer
Fotolegie, Praha II. Huge stadium filled with great number of soldiers (?) doing gymnastic excercises (some dont look happy!). Could
be an opening show of a bigger (sports?) event. The photographer
imprint makes me believe that this stadium was found in or near
Prague. This card is difficult to date, could be from 1920 - 1930s. But
what bigger event took place here? And when?
Well, this is something to be filed nowadays under Macabre or
Caricature. Perhaps this motif has also a political background.
The card is slightly bigger sized as regular cards (141 x 95 mm),
halftone printed in reddish-brown ink. Published by art publisher
Gustav Liersch & Co. from Berlin as no. 275. Details on Liersch
are found in TPA #18, p 12. The caption Bauernfänger could be
translated best as Swindler. Cigar smoking skull dressed in
suit and coat, with sort of distinctive scarf around the neck. Think
this scarf represents something typical in this case. The Bauernfänger poses is a self-confident way. The Greetings from
imprint with space for location gives this unusual card another
odd note. Card is not p/u but dates from around or more likely
pre-1900 time. There must had been a good reason for Gustav
Liersch & Co. to publish this card and expect people to buy it.
Wonder if Liersch had any other similar cards on offer.

ready earlier. The printing during war days
was taken over by Stalling, the biggest printing company in Oldenburg. Rudolf Schwartz
died in 1943. The printing business was
leased by a Diedrich Putscher from Bremen,
owner of a printing firm in Brinkum, in 1945.
The former well running publishing house
received a business permit as late as in 1949,
and never really made it again. Putscher
modernized and expanded the printing business and concentrated on general printing
as well as book, publications and coloured
prints. Said to have worked for bigger publishers in Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen and
Tübingen.
On Feb. 1, 1953 the entire firm was sold to
Wilhelm Kayser, who continued to use the
old name Schulzesche Hofbuchdruckerei
together with his name. By 1960 an own

publishing dept was established (again) and
the name read: Schulzesche Hofbuchdruckerei und Verlag Wilhelm Kayser. The
company moved from the old location into
new premises on August 1965. In 1993 the
son Hans-Heinrich Kayser became sole
owner, and the firm(s) were renamed again,
the publishing house firm pointing out the
establishing date of 1803.
Well, not so fascinating but this is the complete history of the firm of the Postcard Inventor August Schwartz. By the way, the
Kaysers did print some coloured picture
postcards in the 1980s and 90s. Schwartz
however, published and printed only 50
cards in all, two collections of 25 cards each
in autumn 1875. lllustrated with woodcuts
done by Gubitz (and others?), used previously in his periodical Volksbote. Schwartz

did not tell the public how many copies he
had printed/distributed. But he mentioned
that soon a reprint of his humorous woodcut cards was published by W. Berndt, art
publisher from Dresden.
I show two picture sides of the above mentioned card collection, illustrations were
found in Monatsschrift für AnsichtskartenSammler, Vol. 1, no. 7/8, dated Jan. 31, 1896
(coll. Ratcliffe/Luers). Both were used by
August Schwartz himself for private correspondence. I dont know of any other postally
used Schwartz cards around.
Sources used: Postkarte genügt, Horst Hille,
Urania-Verlag Leipzig · Jena · Berlin 1988
(great book, highly recomended!); In Oldenburg gedruckt, Stadtmuseum Oldenburg,
Band 36, Isensee Verlag 1999

S

ince the early days of the postcard boom, publishers were faced with the problem of obtaining new motifs and pictures. Consumers expected to find new
cards on offer in always shorter intervals. This led to the practice of re-cycling the
same picture, to save money and time. Usually with some retouches, in different
colours or printing styles, mirror-faced and so on. I did not expect to find such
examples still around in the 1960s. Here we have two colourful cards printed (and
published?) by H. S. Crocker & Co., San Francisco in his registered Mirror-Krome
process. Based on the same photo two cards were produced, even with different
captions in same series. Wouldnt be surprised to find a third version one day.

M I R ROKRO M E ®
cards by
H. S. Crocker
Co., Inc., San
Francisco 1,
Calif.

Fürst Otto von Bismarck, the Iron Chancellor, is shown on the earliest p/u card I managed to find in my boxes. Collotype printed by
Stengel & Co, Dresden in series III, no. 6142. Message dated Dec.
1890, postmark Berlin Dec. 14, 1890 and arrival postmark Dresden
Dec. 15, 1890. Same handwriting on front and reverso, historically
correct (Bismarck had the leave the politcal stage in March 1890 and
lived on his estate Friedrichsruh / Sachsenwald (near Hamburg). But
something is wrong with this card (in very good condition). The address side design does look like late 1890s. I dont know... And at
that time Stengel & Co. was Stengel & Markert... (?)

ç card
HSC-7
Fishing the
pools

è The earliest p/u card in my printing trade collection is a Gruss
aus Wittekind (Dresden) with view of the printing house Glöss
(establ. 1836). Two colour litho (brown/green) printed, but really bad
register, card in used condition. P/u in July 1893, with typical
D EUTSCHE R EICHSPOST . P OSTKARTE  imprint on address side.

è card
HSC-90
Fly casting
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